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From Our Regional Minister Rob Hardie ofs
The Feast of the Epiphany – 5 Jan 14
“Fear the Lord and give Him honour.
Worthy is the Lord to receive praise and honour.
All you who fear the Lord praise Him” (Exhortation to the Praise of

God. St Francis of Assisi c.1206 at the rededication of Santa Maria degli
Angeli - the Portiuncola)

Our homily at Mass this morning was inspiring. It was suggested that we remove
the three kings from the crib and replace them with ourselves – for we are the
“other” world, the other than Jewish people to whom God has showed Himself
(Gr Epiphainein = reveal): by doing this we show ourselves to be wise, like the
wise kings. And it is not just ourselves that stand before the Manger, but the
whole Cosmos too. It was also suggested this morning that that is why there
were signs in the Heavens (not just to conveniently lead the kings - magi, wise
men, astrologers etc. from Babylon): the whole Cosmos had to know – THE
KING OF THE UNIVERSE HAD BECOME A HUMAN BABY!
Sr Ilia Delio, whose book, “The Emergent Christ” blew me away when I first read
it (and still does) a year or so ago is due to give a two day course on Friday and
Saturday, 6th and 7th June in St Luke’s Church, 61 Aylsham Rd., Norwich, NR3
2HF (where there is good parking!). For me to be blown away by a book like this
was not hard (and apologies to all who I have driven crazy by going on, and on
and on over the last year). Ilia is a Franciscan sister, and Senior Fellow at
Woodstock Theological Centre, Georgetown University, Washington DC, and
winner of the Templeton Award for Religion and Science. She brings together all
that I love and find utterly wonderful and fascinating – Catholic and Franciscan
tradition and teaching, the world of science (including quantum and quarks) and
Christology – the theology of Jesus Christ as the manifestation of God Himself in
space and time, through whom everything exists (or is materialised in a recognisable form other than pure energy, “E”). He is the King of all Creation
(including the whole Cosmos) whose Feast of showing Himself we celebrate
today. Ilia manages to explain how in a universe evolving continually into increasing complexity, God (it would seem paradoxically), draws all things into
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The Invitation of the Saints – to challenge us to change our lives
Daphne Bristow ofs, Cambridge ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ Fraternity
I was brought up in the Church of England, and saints meant nothing to me, except as the names of various churches. When I came into the Catholic Church
my first encounter was in choosing a name for Confirmation, and I chose Theresa; not knowing much about her, but her littleness, and the value of doing little
things well. The lives of most saints were beyond my understanding – too wonderful.
Then along came a young priest to our parish who spread his devotion to St
Thomas More, and on reading his life I became interested. Thomas had declared on the scaffold before he died that “I am the King’s good servant, but
God’s first”. So I became interested in politics, and began writing to my MP on
matters of fairness in the treatment of the poor, and on justice and peace.
My sister sent me a little book that was of no interest to her, but she thought
might be to me – ‘The Little Flowers of St Francis’. I read it and was captivated. I
wanted to join the ‘Third Order’ – but the nearest fraternity was in Nottingham.
After a year we asked for a fraternity to be established in our own parish in
Sleaford, and Fr James came to profess three of us, and two others became
novices. He gave us helpful advice, a record book of attendance, impressed on
us the importance of noting dates of profession and keeping notes of meetings,
and a secret bag. He advised us to draw inspiration by using ‘The Words of St
Francis’ and ‘The Writings of St Francis’ which we kept in common.
I took to heart the advice “Go from Life to the Gospel and from Gospel to Life”
and “Go and sell what you have and give to the poor”. I went mad, and did that
literally with my own personal things!! Then I met a living saint ‘Dilys’, my friend’s
sister. Her husband was wounded with shrapnel in his hand, and needed constant patience and care. She also worked in the local hospital, and gave us wise
advice. My friend and I frequently turned up without warning, and she always
welcomed us with tea and sandwiches, with warmth and kindness and understanding – a real saint.
Then, of course, Our Lady – she is my inspiration, her love of God, her willingness to do what He asked of her, without understanding where it would lead. Her
words to me – from the Wedding at Cana – “Whatever He says to you, do it”.
This leads me to what I consider to be the ‘lepers’ the young people without
work and the foundation of EXTRAS – which stands for ‘Extra support to help
the young find work’ which is a project now running in the Newmarket Parish.
Recently we have been involved in the ‘Year of Faith’ – I thought what about a
‘Year of Faith for young people’? And so a ‘Voyage of Discovery’ came into being - a little booklet for catechists, parents, and children together, to grow in faith,
and understanding.
Now I am looking for a saint for Old Age – and where do I find them – all around
me!! My brother caring for his wife, parishioners working in the parish for love,
and in the goodness and love which surrounds me.
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whatever the virtue you seek, pray. And pray in this way: by reading in the
Book of Life, that is, in the life of the One who is God and man, Jesus Christ.”
Angela died on 4th January 1309, surrounded by her spiritual children. Her body
lies in repose in the church of St Francis at Foligno. She has become known as
the "Mistress of Theologians" for her many recorded writings and visions. Many
miracles have been reported at her grave site in the Church of St Francis at Foligno. Her Feast Day is January 4th and she is the patron for those ridiculed for
their piety, those who struggle with sexual temptation and temptation in general,
widows, and those who have lost children.
****************************************************
From Pope Francis’ Homily on The Solemnity of Mary, Mother of God
Our pilgrimage of faith has been inseparably linked to Mary ever since Jesus,
dying on the Cross, gave her to us as our Mother, saying: “Behold your Mother!” (Jn 19:27). These words serve as a testament, bequeathing to the world a
Mother. From that moment on, the Mother of God also became our Mother! When the faith of the disciples was most tested by difficulties and uncertainties, Jesus entrusted them to Mary, who was the first to believe, and whose faith
would never fail. The “woman” became our Mother when she lost her divine
Son. Her sorrowing heart was enlarged to make room for all men and women,
all, whether good or bad, and she loves them as she loved Jesus. The woman
who at the wedding at Cana in Galilee gave her faith-filled cooperation so that
the wonders of God could be displayed in the world, at Calvary kept alive the
flame of faith in the resurrection of her Son, and she communicates this with maternal affection to each and every person. Mary becomes in this way a source of
hope and true joy!
The Mother of the Redeemer goes before us and continually strengthens us in
faith, in our vocation and in our mission. By her example of humility and openness to God’s will she helps us to transmit our faith in a joyful proclamation of
the Gospel to all, without reservation. In this way our mission will be fruitful, because it is modelled on the motherhood of Mary. To her let us entrust our journey of faith, the desires of our heart, our needs and the needs of the whole
world, especially of those who hunger and thirst for justice and peace, and for
God. Let us then together invoke her, and I invite you to invoke her three times,
following the example of those brothers and sisters of Ephesus: Mother of
God! Mother of God! Mother of God! Amen.
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unity and wholeness. The very word Catholic (Katholicos) means “wholemaking”. It is not so paradoxical when we consider our ultimate wholeness to be
in God, who is ultimate simplicity and total complexity combined.
Over the last year I have attempted to throw in odd sound bites of Ilia’s work, but
now we can all see and hear her for ourselves. She is able to explain in Christian terms how we all have evolved from that original Big Bang, and how evolution keeps on going, in us as well as outside us, and even involves the evolution
of God Himself. We all know that (if we allow Him) God in “evolving” in us, converting us and changing us as the Holy Spirit works in us. Despite secularism,
relativism and any other “ism”, God’s patient designs will eventually work out.
We have been hiding in a mediaeval castle for centuries, peering out through
narrow arrow slits, and seeing such a limited view of our faith. Now the time has
come to see how thrilling it is to be brought up to date!
It is also truly amazing how a Middle Ages man like St Francis of Assisi understood the unveiling of the Cosmos better than most 21st Century men, the key of
which is openness to, or contact and engagement with, our environment. Equally
amazing is the enlightened understanding of Blessed John Duns Scotus who
described the eternally planned appearing of Christ, not just as a solution for
what had gone wrong with humans, but always as the destined gift to take us on
that next evolutionary step to eternal life. Within this is the development of reconciling love - unitary, not dualistic, love that totally accepts rather than forever
questioning and rationalising, and diminishing such a Heavenly gift. We are invited to become agents of the resurrection of creation into the new being that is
promised at the Lord’s Second Coming. Christ in born in us and illuminates the
darkness through us, as we take part in the pilgrimage of self-giving love, until
the whole universe is “Christified”. I should just add that this view does not in any
way or in any form detract from the salvific sacrifice made by the Lamb of God.
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I can’t recommend strongly enough how all Seculars Franciscans in the region
should take part in this arguably once in life-time opportunity, and come to Norwich to see and listen to Ilia. After I first read “The Emergent Christ” I passed it
on to the Anglican rector of St Luke’s in Norwich. His head was blown away too!
He then went about organising her trip, which includes speaking in London,
Manchester, York and Perth in Scotland before she leaves for Ireland on 17 th
June. We are very fortunate that he has been able to book her. My wife (Clare)’s
aunt, Barbara, in Auckland, NZ, originally started the ball rolling by (repeatedly –
I am always slow to respond to her) telling me to read Ilia’s book. I have already
mentioned Barbara and her Mercy Sisters in Auckland in the Tau, and they have
recently hosted Ilia in Auckland. She said it was a fabulous experience and an
opportunity definitely not to miss. So we won’t!! Clare and I are always happy to
provide a bed (though if an army comes they might have to cope with dormitory
conditions in our barn!) I hope I have given this event a big enough plug!! As
soon as you wisely (!) decide to attend, please let me know and I will reserve
seats and parking places for you.

The Canonisation of Angela of Foligno - Secular Franciscan

To move on to other matters, after Father Peter Hall’s death (and rapid transit to
Heaven) Fr Jesmond Pawley OFM Conv. has been appointed as Spiritual Assistant to the OFS in the South of the UK with the help of Fr Patrick Lonsdale (not a
spiritual assistant as such). We will obviously be hearing more from them as
time goes by. Later in the year Fr Stephen Innes will return to catering for the
OFS spiritual needs in the North of the UK. In the meantime he is always delighted to be of help and his email is anthony.innes@btconnect.com.

Some events, such as the violent earthquake of 1279, a hurricane, the age-old
war against Perugia, and their harsh consequences affected Angela's life. She
became progressively aware of her sins, until she took a decisive step. Tormented in soul, she prayed to St Francis, who appeared to her in a vision, and asked
him for advice on undertaking a good general Confession. In 1285, Angela went
to confession to a friar in San Feliciano. Three years later, her path of conversion took another turn. Within a few months, the death of her mother was followed by the deaths of her husband and all her children. She then sold all her
goods, and in 1291, joined the Third Order of St. Francis.

Many thanks to Fr Stephen for all his very willing help in attending fraternity elections and for his presence and talks at the Day of Recollection in Ipswich last
October. The “Blessed John Duns Scotus” Fraternity gave us all a great day,
and we all shared in the joy of the profession of Jane Robinson and Chris
Whitham, which was executed beautifully in a Mass accompanied by the excellent musicians of St Mary’s, Woodbridge Road. Fr Peter would have been very
proud of us! He is, I am sure, now, in some way, blissfully enjoying the full revelation of the Cosmic Mystery while we grapple to get odd glimpses!
The odd glimpses are very important though for our on-going spiritual development which should never be allowed to stand still for a single second! Please put
the dates of Ilai Delio’s visit in your diaries and come if you possibly can.
“For now I create new heavens and a new earth…Be glad and rejoice for ever
and ever for what I am creating, because I now create Jerusalem ‘Joy’ and her
people ‘Gladness’. I shall rejoice over Jerusalem and exult in my people….they
will be a race blessed by the Lord, and their children with them. Long before they
call I shall answer; before they stop speaking I shall have heard. The wolf and
the young lamb shall feed together, the lion eat straw like the ox…They will do
no harm on all my Holy Mountain, says the Lord.” (Isaiah 65:17-25)
We are a new creation. Alleluia! Brothers and Sisters, may the Lord give us all His Peace.
Rob ofs
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On 9th October 2013 Pope Francis declared Blessed Angela de Foligno of Italy,
Secular Franciscan, a saint extending her veneration to the universal Church.
Pope Francis declared her a saint without the necessity of having a public ceremony for her canonisation, after having received in audience Cardinal Angelo
Amato SDB, prefect of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints.
Angela was born at Foligno in Umbria around 1248 of a rich family, her father
died when she was young and she was educated by her mother in a rather superficial way. She was soon introduced to the worldly environments of the city of
Foligno, where she met a man, whom she married at 20 and with whom she had
children. Her life was carefree, so much so that she looked down on the socalled "penitents" - those who to follow Christ would sell their goods and live a
life of prayer, fasting, in the service of the Church and charity. She loved the
world and its pleasures and forgetful of her dignity and duties as wife and mother, fell into sin and led a disorderly life.

Some time after her conversion Angela placed herself under the direction of Father Arnold of Foligno, a Franciscan friar, who became her confessor. God, having in His mercy inspired her with a deep sorrow for her sins, led her little by little
to the height of perfection and to the understanding of the deepest mysteries.
Angela has herself recorded the history of her conversion in her "Book of Visions
and Instructions", and which was written from Angela's dictation by Father Arnold.
In the course of time the fame of her sanctity gathered around her a number of
Tertiaries, men and women, who strove under her direction to advance in holiness. Later she established at Foligno a community of sisters, who to the Rule of
the Third Order added the three vows of religion, without, however, binding
themselves to enclosure, so that they might devote their time to works of charity.
St Angela is an example of a saint, who completely turned her life around
through sorrow for her sins, and reawakened her soul through prayer. The secret of her conversion and her union with Christ crucified, is constant prayer.
"The more you pray", she would say, "the more you will be enlightened; ... the
more profoundly and intensely you will see him, the more you will love him.”
“Without heavenly light, no man can be saved….if you wish to gain possession
of this light, pray…; if you wish to increase this light within you, pray; if you
want faith, pray; if you want hope, pray; if you want charity, pray; if you want
poverty, pray; if you want true obedience, pray; if you want chastity, pray; for
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people misread. Friars, like me in the 1960s, did not know how to read what was
primarily a spiritual work, rather than a biographical one. They had to be taught
how to correctly read this work. It is only in recent times that the other works
have been recovered, especially on the initiative of Paul Sabatier, a Protestant
minister who spent 40 years researching the life of Francis. Unfortunately as a
Protestant with a somewhat biased view of the Church, he made out that Francis
was a prophet condemning the institution of the Church. He was accused of
making Francis out to be a disloyal member of the Church. Sabatier apologised
for doing that at a talk he gave on Francis in Kensington Town Hall in 1908. He
said, “Francis is so Catholic that we could not see him over the horizon”.

This is something we should keep in mind that Francis’s Catholic means universal. Francis embraced God, the Gospel in a way that was universal, but in a way
we are not able to do it from our segmented point of view. That is why today
Francis is hailed for his ecumenism, his ability to bring people together. As you
know there have been various meetings in Assisi of all religious leaders of the
world – one was with Blessed John Paul II in 1984 – to unite in our faith. Not that
we all believe the same thing, but to unite in our belief in God.
I hope that maybe you have been able to find something from this that has
helped you to realise your need to become more familiar with the figure of Francis, in order that you can get to know the real Francis to inspire you to greater
devotion and love of this great saint.
****************************************************
The following are some of the books which can help us to access the medieval
biographical sources for St Francis:
‘Francis of Assisi : The Early Documents’ especially Vols 1 & 2 edited by Regis
J. Armstrong OFM Cap, J.A. Wayne Hellman OFM Con, and J.William Short
OFM
‘St Francis of Assisi: Writings and Early Biographies : English Omnibus of the
Sources for the Life of St. Francis’ 2 Vols edited by Marion A. Habig OFM
‘The Francis Trilogy of Thomas of Celano’ by Regis J. Armstrong OFM Cap, J.A.
Wayne Hellman OFM Con, and J.William Short OFM.
These books are certainly not cheap, however they maybe viewed as an investment if you wish to became acquainted with the earliest biographical resources
relating to Francis. The 3 volumes of ‘Francis of Assisi : The Early Documents’ is
the most comprehensive source for all the medieval biographies, and the writings and dictates of St Francis. It also contains very valuable background notes
to each of the documents, together with maps of Italy and Assisi at the time of
Francis.
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FROM LOCAL FRATERNITIES
Bedford ‘Gospel to Life’ Fraternity
On the Feast of St. Clare, we met at Petronella Ibbett’s flat to celebrate the
Transitus of St Clare. Each month we bring contributions for our Parish Foodbank and have a raffle to raise funds for our charities. We had £46.10 surplus
from the Mario Pirovano ‘one man show’ “Francis the Holy Jester” which we
added to our common fund to go to charities. In September we donated £25.00
to Stratford Church for building renovation and £25.00 to the SVP in Holy Cross
parish, where we meet.
On 12th October, four of us attended the excellent Day of Recollection at Ipswich, with Fr Stephen Innes OFM Cap. When available we have been studying
the CIOFS ‘Theology of the Body’ dossiers, which has been a very good exercise. As there was not the usual dossier to discuss at our October meeting we
used notes from Father Stephen’s talks on discovering the Real Francis, as a
discussion document and very rewarding it was, so much so that we studied it
again in November. In addition each month we study one article of the Rule and
listen to one chapter of The Life of St Francis by Thomas of Celano and a John
Bradburne poem.
In November/December we repeated last year’s “Advent Presentation”, together
with the Associates of the Daughters of the Holy Spirit and the Associates of the
Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, this time in the sister parish of SS Philip & James, Brickhill. An average of 30 plus attended the three
sessions, ours being a Powerpoint meditation on The Visitation. The presentations were well received and appreciated. We hope to work further with these
Associates, whose aims are similar to ours, but with a different charism.
I urge all our brothers and sisters to join us in praying that our modern martyr of
Mutemwa, Zimbabwe, killed on 5th September 1979, John Bradburne, will be
beatified and canonised. We in our fraternity are praying for the cure of our sonin-law, Peter Watkin, 49, who is confined most of his time to a wheelchair and
has a Bipolar Disorder and Tourette Syndrome. For information about John see
website: www.johnbradburne.com .
Michael Simmonds ofs, Minister
Cambridge ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ Fraternity
In September we were pleased to welcome a visitor Patricia Bridgeford, known
as Trish, from Wellingborough – and since then Trish has been attending our
meetings – she always prepares irresistible cakes and bring them to us.
On 3rd October we met at Sister Rosalie’s house for the celebration of the Feast
of the ‘Transitus’ – we said prayers, and readings of St Francis – it was a very
good celebration. We were also busy with the final preparations of Chris
Whitam’s Profession on 12th October – which took place on the Regional Day of
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Recollection with the Profession of Jane Robinson, from the Ipswich Fraternity. It
was a great day and we were all grateful to God for these two newly professed
members of our Order.
We invited John Power, National Formation Minister, to attend our meeting in
November to help bring us up-to-date with regard to developments on the formation material and assist us on this. We were grateful for his visit.
On 14th December 2013 we held our Fraternity Council elections. Our Regional
Minister Rob Hardie presided, Michael Mortimer, our brother from the Bedford
Fraternity counted the votes, and Fr Stephen Innes witnessed proceedings. The
results were: Jaci, re-elected Minister; Peter Qualey elected Vice Minister; Chris
Whitam elected Secretary; Trudie Warner elected Formation Minister; Sr Rosalie
elected Teasurer.
We are expecting four of our members to attend the Chapter of Mats in September.
Jaci Matos Agarwala ofs, Minister
Ipswich ‘Blessed John Duns Scotus’ Fraternity

We were pleased to be able to host the Regional Day of Recollection at St
Mary’s Church, Woodbridge Road, on Saturday 12th October. During the Mass
we had the great joy of celebrating the Rite of Profession for Jane Robinson,
and also Chris Whittam from the Cambridge ‘Our Lady of the Poor’ Fraternity.
We were delighted that many members from across the Region and parishioners
attended the Day and witnessed the Professions.
We celebrated the Rite of Entry into the Period of Enquiry for Mary Lambert at
our October meeting and for David Morton at our December meeting. At the December meeting we welcomed Olive Newland as a Visitor to our meetings.

During the October meeting we recited the Transitus of St Francis, because it
had not been possible for us to gather as a Fraternity on the evening of the 3 rd
October.
As in previous years the Fraternity made donations to charities in December, we
made two donations; one of £50 in response to the CAFOD Philippines Typhoon
Haiyan Appeal, and another of £75 to FIND (Families in Need, Ipswich).
For our Ongoing Formation responding to Fr Stephen’s talk on ’The Search for
the Real Francis’ we are reading short extracts from Thomas of Celano’s ’Life of
St Francis’. We are continuing to familiarise ourselves with the content of John
Power’s sets of ‘Initial Formation’ sheets. After completing John’s ‘History of the
OFS’ sheets in January, we are currently working with the ‘Nature of the OFS’
sheets. In addition we have also been reflecting on the CIOFS monthly dossiers
on the ’Theology of the Body’. Members have enjoyed working with these interesting and informative resources. As part of our preparation for Jane’s Profession we considered the significance of the Rite of Profession in the OFS, and the
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his material for the film ‘Brother Sun and Sister Moon’ I don’t know – there was
nothing in it!! It was more about Zeffirelli than Francis, and that is the problem
with modern biographies. You may think you are reading a biography of Francis,
but there is more of the author in it than Francis!! That is where we have to be
savvy and learn where the author is coming from. Such books can be good, but
they may be slanted and not be totally objective. There are episodes in Francis’
life which you have to take a decision on. By reading several biographies of
Francis it helps you to compare, and become aware of the individual author’s
influence on the way Francis is portrayed. Some are more reliable than others;
as yet I don’t think there is a definitive biography of Francis.

I have spoken about the medieval biographical sources – Thomas of Celano two
lives; Bonaventure’s two lives; Legend of Anonymous of Perugia; Legend of the
Three Companions; The Assisi Compilation – and they give us different views on
Francis’ life. There are different readings of Francis personality, life, and activities. We have to be aware of that then we can be more able to pick up what is
real, rather than what is invention by the various authors. Obviously through our
readings and watching films, we have created our own individual images of
Francis in our imaginations that we have to examine to what extent these are a
figment of our own imagination or someone else invention. Then we have to ask
is this adequate for our acquaintance with Francis, our devotion to him, and our
commitment to live the Gospel life after the example of the manner of his life and
legacy.
So is there some way we can become more acquainted with Francis, so that we
can be put in touch with the real Francis rather than a fantasy? It is through the
literary testimonies of those who knew him and others who were acquainted with
those contemporaries, that we can come to know him better. If we are to bridge
800 years – if we are able to bridge that gap – then our task would be quite simple and we could access the real Francis, through the medium of those who
knew him. But over time documents have been lost. All sorts of things have happened that mean that a lot of real information has largely been lost, destroyed,
or damaged. In modern times we have been able to recoup some of that documentation.
Bonaventure was commissioned to write his life of Francis by the General Chapter because there were so many discrepancies, and so much infighting among
the friars about the ‘true memory of Francis’, and something had to be done. The
1266 General Chapter decided that Bonaventure’s life was the only definitive
one - that is where things went wrong – and all other material must be destroyed, because the disputes were likely to bring the Order down. All the other
material by Thomas of Celano, the Three Companions, and others, were to be
destroyed. There was not 100% compliance with that instruction. Some copies
of the other material were hidden by friars, others had been lodged with other
orders beyond the control of the Order, and others had been placed in the Vatican library.
For 600 years the only life of Francis that was read was Bonaventure’s, which
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was elevated and the message came through. We have to ask the question in
relation to Thomas of Celano’s description – was it Francis when he was 20, 30
or 40? Certainly not after he was 40, because we know that sickness, and the
penitential breakdown of his body would have radically changed his appearance.
Towards the end of his life he was a walking skeleton, and he admitted, “I have
treated Brother Ass too harshly”.
The medievals had a different view on spirituality than we do, the body was considered as the prison of the soul. So you had to castigate the body in order to
release the soul. Today we have a new respect for the body and we as Franciscans would want to respect the body as a gift from God. We do believe in the
resurrection of the body, in some form or other, maybe a more perfect form!!
Today we are not involved in extreme penances as Francis was in his day. Extreme fasting can be very dangerous and damaging to the body, but Francis
practised two fasts a year of 40 days.
Francis was an unlettered man with only elementary education. We know his
writing was appalling!! We have examples of it, but these were after he received
the stigmata on La Verna when he wrote the blessing for Brother Leo. The great
things about Francis were his memory and his voice. He had tremendous spiritual insight and such familiarity with the Gospel that he did not need to read it. He
knew huge passages of the Gospel which he could recite from memory. He was
able drawing on his memory to excite people to lead the Gospel life.
Films like Franco Zeffirelli’s ‘Brother Sun and Sister Moon’ distort the real image
of Francis. They portray a rather romantic image, particularly his relationship
with Clare. Francis was not romantically associated with Clare. It was through
Francis that Clare made her religious commitment, and also the connivance of
the Bishop of Assisi Guido II. She was an aristocrat and lived near the Cathedral
of San Rufino in Assisi. She had been due to marry, as was her sister Agnes,
there was also another sister Beatrice. Clare heard Francis in the Cathedral of
San Rufino, and was so inspired that she decided she wanted to consecrate her
life to God. With the connivance of the Bishop on Palm Sunday 1212, he gave
her a palm as the signal that it was that night she should leave the parental
home. Under darkness she left with a companion and went to the Porziuncola,
where she met Francis and made her commitment to the Gospel after the manner of Francis, and the religious life. Francis cut her hair as a token that she had
left the world and also gave her a rough habit and cord.
Clare’s family pursued her and tried to persuade her to return, but they failed.
Eventually Clare became the first Abbess, Francis gave San Damiano to the
Poor Clares it was their first convent. It was where she lived and died on 11 th
August 1253. The sisters of San Damiano invited Francis to visit and preach to
them. This event shows how Francis stood with them. The sisters were excited
when Francis arrived to preach, but he sat on the ground and asked for some
ashes which he sprinkled on his head and said the Miserere penitential psalms
and then got up and left.
We know there was a spiritual relationship between the two. Where Zeffirelli got

different ministries in the celebration by reflecting on the leaflet based on Fr
Felice Cangelosi’s keynote address to the 2008 General Chapter. CIOFS has
advised that Fr Felice’s work on Profession is considered the main source of
guidance on this important topic.
Seven of us - Edwin Edwards, Ann and David Gleave, Jane Robinson, Mary
Lambert, Olive Newland, and David Robinson – will be attending the Chapter of
Mats in September.
David Gleave ofs, Minister
----------------------------------------------------------

Rest in peace
Denis Kindred ofs
Denis became a Secular Franciscan at the age of 14 which was not unusual in
pre Vatican II days - professed on 6th April 1950. Along with his parents he was
one of the first members of the congregation of tertiaries started by the Friars at
St Pancras, Ipswich, soon after they had become established at East Bergholt. If
prompted, Denis would recall the Sunday afternoon meetings when upwards of
30 members attended for the talk, rosary and Benediction.

Denis lived all his life in the Ipswich Parish of St Mary, Woodbridge Road where
he became an altar boy at an early age after making his First Holy Communion,
later becoming sacristan. He was apprenticed at Ransomes, a local engineering
firm, joining his father who was also there. On completing his training he worked
as a design engineer and towards the end of his 42 year career he became personnel manager. Denis married Margaret in 1960 after National Service in the
RAF. Their marriage was blessed with two daughters, Frances and Catherine,
and a son, Adrian, who followed in his father’s and grandfather’s steps by joining
Ransomes as an apprentice.
Denis was a faithful Catholic and tertiary regularly attending the monthly meetings. When he retired in 1994 Denis found a new role in St Pancras Parish as
sacristan and server, work he loved and for which he was highly regarded. He
continued to attend the OFS meetings and hold office, until the onset of Parkinson’s Disease which caused him to reduce his parish commitments and eventually made him housebound. Fortunately he could still help in the parish, maintaining the archives and other records from home. During his long illness he was
supported by his wife, family and his parish priest who visited him fortnightly. He
did not ask for any further help.
Edwin Edwards ofs
---------------------------------------------------------Prayer Intentions: Please remember the following sisters and brothers who
are unwell in your prayers: Elizabeth George ofs, Sister Helena Hudjuk ofs, Petronella Ibbett ofs, and Sarah Lane ofs (Bedford); Rosamund Kirby-Johnson ofs
and Roy Herbert ofs (Bury St Edmunds); and Allan Simpson ofs (March).

We know there was a spiritual relationship between the two. Where Zeffirelli got
his material
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FR STEPHEN INNES OFM Cap’s TALK “THE SEARCH FOR THE REAL
FRANCIS”
AT
REGIONAL
DAY
OF
RECOLLECTION,
ST MARY’S, IPSWICH, ON 12th OCTOBER 2013
Today we are going to search for the real Francis. The problem is we think we
know who Francis is, but do we? So that is the question you have to ask yourself. I think I am familiar with Francis, but am I? Who is St Francis for me? Can I
access the real Francis or is it just a figment of my imagination? That’s the question we are going to ask today – it is a valid question. One that is very real for
those committed to living the Gospel after the manner of Francis.
Living the Gospel is reasonable enough, because we have the text we know
what Jesus taught and we can seek to interpret that into our lives, with the help
of our Church, and the guiding hand of the Pope and the bishops. That’s not too
bad – but after the manner of Francis? Who was Francis and what was the manner of his life? This is the question for us today. One of the major problems with
the life and manner of St Francis of Assisi is that everyone thinks they know
Francis, and that is enough to interpret him however they wish.
The new Pope surprisingly took the name Francis apparently deliberately because he wanted to be associated with St Francis of Assisi, and more especially
because the Church today needs the sort of renewal that Francis brought his
own Church in the Middle Ages. The Church of the Middle Ages was highly institutionalised and it was Francis through his life and spirituality who sought to
bring the Church back to the Apostolic zeal for the Gospel, and to a spiritual life
that would once again want to evangelise and spread the Faith throughout the
world. One of the big things about St Francis is that though there were constraints on him, especially in the early years of his Order, from ecclesiastics who
advised him to stay in Italy, he was absolutely convinced he should be
‘universal’ and spread the Gospel not just in Italy or Europe, but throughout the
world.
It seems the personality of Francis is so rich, that it has given rise to different
readings. So for centuries he was celebrated as merely an ascetic and a stigmatic, a founder of a Christian movement and the paragon of perfect Christian
orthodoxy. For nearly 800 years Francis was ‘put on the backburner’ and, even
for those who were called to the Franciscan life, he was a man loyal to the
Church especially the Pope, the founder of their Order, but they knew little of
him beyond that!! So for example, the early biographies of Francis were simply
not available – and this is within our life time. In my novitiate when we were introduced to St Francis we were given two books, the Life of St Francis by St
Bonaventure, and the Fioretti – the Little Flowers of St Francis. Neither were a
fitting introduction to the person and the life of St Francis.

Family life in the Middle Ages was far stronger than it is now, in fact today it is
probably at its weakest. In the Middle Ages you had to belong to the family and
the clan. That is why in the Middle Ages there was so much infighting and
squabbles, because family claims were considered very important. Francis disengaged from that and renounced his father. There is no evidence that there
was ever any reconciliation. It is as a bit awkward to have a saint who committed
theft and renounced his father, with no proof they were reconciled!! So Francis’
life is not without some difficulties.
That was the break point and from then on he pursued uncompromisingly his
conversion and his living the Gospel. It is because of his commitment to Gospel
living and intense prayer life, and his uncompromising asceticism – at the end of
his life he died a broken man – most of it self inflicted through extreme penance.
It was because of these things that when he spoke people listened to him, and
were influenced by what he had to say. It was the voice of Francis being used by
the Holy Spirit to announce and preach the Gospel. That is of course the model
for us as followers of Francis. We have to be committed to the Gospel – that
God will use us as living witnesses to our faith. Now it is a tall order, it is one that
as Franciscans we are committed to. Do not be frightened, we are all sinners,
we all have weaknesses within our characters, in the morality of our lives, but at
the same time God can use us, if we allow him to. Really that is what we are
saying to the Church and the world, that we are committed to allowing God to
speak to us like Francis, in the manner of Francis, in order that our lives may
proclaim the Gospel.
That is what it is all about – it is not that we are superhuman, that we are any
different from anybody else who walks this earth. In fact as Francis told Masseo,
“I am the last person, I am a sinner; the last one God should have chosen”. It is
somewhat humbling to know this, but at the same time gratifying to know we
don’t have to be perfect in order that God can work through us. Francis was far
from perfect and the medieval idea that you had this conversion experience – a
two year conversion – and he became a born again Christian and never sinned
again is not true.
We understand the nature of conversion today as ongoing and lasts to the moment we take our last breathe. There is always reason for us to be in a state of
conversion so God can work through us. Though we can display Christian virtue
there is always that gap we have to make up in order to become perfect. “Be
perfect as your Heavenly Father is perfect” is what Jesus said. That is not perfectionism – that is conversion. Always be in a state of conversion, struggling
with yourself, in order to be a better Christian. That is always my prayer – to be a
better Christian each and everyday.

We have since learnt – thanks to the work of Fr Regis Armstrong, an American
Capuchin who taught me some 20 years ago, that St Bonaventure’s life of Francis is not really a biography at all; it is to do with spiritual theology. It was written
not for the world at large, but for the Franciscan students in Paris attending university who wanted a model for their spirituality. So Francis becomes an icon

Thomas of Celano’s description of Francis is plausible and it is unique in the biographical material on Francis, nowhere else has anyone described Francis physically as he has done. We know Thomas of Split witnessed Francis preached in
Bologna on 15th March 1222, and he tells us a little of what Francis looked like.
He also tells us that when Francis began to preach the whole crowd
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preaching. A most unlikely candidate for the religious life, his background was
not terribly good. Although we have to be careful, if we truly want to find the person of Francis then obviously we have to read the medieval sources. Thomas of
Celano when writing the life of Francis followed certain conventions of his time.
In order to accentuate the effect of the grace of conversion, the individual had to
have been a great sinner to become a great saint.

of Franciscan spirituality for those students to imitate. By and large that was forgotten, so when we came to read the Life of St Francis by St Bonaventure we
did not have the tools to read it, because we did not know what it was. We
thought it was a biography because the title was “The Life of St Francis”. It was
not a biography; it deals with his conversion and then suddenly jumps to his virtues.

If you read Thomas’ first biography of Francis, you tend to think that the people
of Assisi were terribly sinful and that Francis had been a very sinful person.
Thomas lifts a quote from St Augustine’s ‘Confession’ which reads, “I walked the
streets of Babylon and wallowed in the mire of it”. We know that St Augustine
lived an immoral life and his mother St Monica prayed for his conversion. So
Thomas writes: “Francis walked the streets of Babylon”. You might think this
means he was a great sinner, but you should note that Thomas did not finish
with “and wallowed in the mire of it”!! One might be misled into thinking Francis
was a great sinner when he wasn’t, because of the model for writing the lives of
saints Thomas was using.

The Fioretti was produced some 70 years after the death of St Francis, up in the
North East of Italy, in what is known as the Marches around Ancona, it is where
the Capuchins were founded. They are stories; seemingly remembrances of the
things Francis said and did. Some of them are so fantastical that they are not to
be imitated. However, the Fioretti does give something of the spirit and life of the
early friars, but certainly to ask someone to plant cabbages upside down – I am
sorry that does not fit the Franciscan bill, although you would wonder at times!!
Seemingly Franciscan obedience is what we call ‘cadaver obedience’, it means
you are dead to yourself and just obey whatever you are told to do! That is a
dreadful perversion of what we call ‘religious obedience’. It is not just to do willynilly what your superior says; it has to be a creative dialogue between two people to find the will of God. So some things in the Fioretti are not real, they do not
speak accurately to us of Francis, others things do and they give us the spirit of
St Francis. What I am saying is basically overall these two works are inadequate
to give us access to the real Francis. It is difficult just by having these two works
to find the real Francis.

Thomas had to use this style of writing accentuating the state of Francis’ earlier
life to give the impression that he had a great conversion. But it was not from
extreme sinfulness to sainthood, it was from a rather mild dilettante life to asceticism. One does have to be careful when reading the life of Francis that we do
not make mistakes or misread the situation. Francis was certainly in his youth
‘one of the boys’. It was a male dominated society and youths were somewhat
wayward, drinking and carousing. Francis seemed to be slightly withdrawn from
that and did not get into anything immoral; we know that from the testimony of
Brother Leo. So while some of us might make Francis out to be a great sinner,
with all sorts of innuendoes, we know that did not happen by the grace of God
he was preserved from that.
When we speak of Francis’ conversion what we mean is that he lived a rather
worldly secular life and then embraced the Gospel, the Church and its teachings,
and God especially the person of Jesus Christ, in a way that was uncompromising. He made an absolute of the Gospel, there was no going back. Why? Because in his youth, during his conversion in order to get stones to renovate San
Damiano, Francis thought it was a great idea to take his father’s cloth and ride to
Foligno and sell not only the cloth, but the horse, the saddle and the shirt on his
back. He tried to give the money gained to the poor priest at San Damiano, who
said there was no way he was going to take it. So Francis threw the bag of money onto a window sill. His father went after him and took his son to court. He
tried a civil suit, but the counsels of Assisi said they could not try the case as it
was not strictly a civil one, because Francis claimed ecclesiastical exemption it
would have to go to the Bishop’s court. The trial came before the Bishop – usually it is parents who disown their children – but on this occasion Francis not only
handed back the money, he took the clothes off his body and gave them back.
He said, “From now on I have one father not Pietro Bernardone, but one Father
in Heaven”. From that time on Francis was committed to his faith and vocation.
That was the break with family life.
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At the end of the 19th Century Francis was considered a Christian idealist and a
romantic hero, upholding a mystical and evangelical Christianity which had been
destroyed by the ‘medieval ecclesiastical establishment’. The Victorians loved
these romanticisms and it through, not Catholic writers, but mainly through the
Protestant writer Paul Sabatier, a French man, who engendered the whole Franciscan movement to rediscover documentation which can help us to discover the
real Francis. It was he who started it, but for Sabatier Francis was an ideal
Christian. Someone once said Francis was the only Christian, who ever lived
after Christ!! Another writer once said the ideal is there, only Francis has taken it
on, only he has tried it and not failed!! As if Francis was another Christ, he was
so conformed into Christ and the Gospel that he became another Christ. Obviously, St Bonaventure makes Francis to be somewhat blasphemously an icon
for the students of Paris, but Francis is an icon of Christ. In fact it is somewhat
scandalous to make him another Christ and a model of Christian spirituality. Not
simply giving us access to Christ, but another Christ.
In our day we place more emphasis on ‘defender of the faith’, ‘promoter of
peace’, ‘promoter and patron of the ecology - a man in love with nature’. Also the
‘ecumenical saint’; who Catholics, Protestants, and even non-Christians can relate to. Francis is a universal saint, universally loved and acknowledged, not
confined by the boundaries of his own faith, but somehow went beyond so as to
be embraced by those who do not believe what we believe. Those outside the
Christian fold can acknowledge him as a respecter of nature. A man who truly
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believed in the ecology of the world, that the world was good – it was made by
God – and we are stewards of creation.
This situation is a testament to the fascination with Francis, but we have to remember that Francis is neither a literary myth nor a legendary personage. A literary myth, like the Scarlet Pimpernel; or a legendary person, like King Arthur.
Sometimes we know these characters from books, better than we know ourselves or each other. Francis is not a literary myth or a legendary personage –
that is not what Francis is. He is a real person and a human being who lived in
an historic situation in the Middle Ages. He was as real as you and me, but he
lived 800 years ago. The Assisi saint remains a living point of reference and to
know him better, we have to seek to recover with some objectivity, the time, the
place, and the culture in which he lived. It is this that is the difficult thing – the
recovery. It is bridging 800 years to find the historical figure.
On the other hand – I have to say here and now – it is not just the historical figure we are after. We could know every fact about St Francis as an historical figure and still not know him properly. Francis is much larger than a man who just
lived in the 13th Century in central Italy. Some would say that the ‘after life’ of
Francis is just as important. So Francis lived and died aged 46 years, and was
canonised 2 years later. As a saint he has had devotees, followers. That heritage is all part of Francis and his movement. So Francis is not just a little speck
in the Middle Ages, but his life, time and culture have an influence on our
knowledge of Francis. There is no reason for Francis of Assisi to be out of reach,
there is adequate documentation at our disposal for knowing the figure of Francis. So we must not understand Francis as something in the abstract that we
have invented in our own minds, or we have somehow embellished. A man
whose life was such that we put on him all the things we want to see in him. That
would not be real; it would be an invention of our own imagination. But we can
get to the real Francis, and that is going to be something of our ambition today.
One of the favourite companions of Francis was Brother Masseo of Marignano –
he was tall, handsome, sophisticated, and also an excellent preacher. He had a
vanity about him, begrudging Francis the respect he never sought, but was always afforded. According to the Fioretti Masseo one day asked Francis three
times “Why you? Why does the whole world run after you? Why does everyone
seem to want to see you, hear you and obey you? Physically you are not a
handsome man, you do not have great knowledge - you are not high born. How
does it happen that everyone is running after you?” Now we do have evidence
that once Francis established his vocation and his Order, and begun to tour Italy
and to be known for his holiness, people did begin to follow him in a rather spectacular manner. Francis became a celebrity – he became very popular. It was
this Masseo was trying to get at! Remembering this is the Fioretti it may not be a
true story – but it does demonstrate a point.

surnames in those days and you always referred to your father’s name as your
‘surname’. He was a cloth merchant, a very successful businessman. There
would be fairs in Flanders (Belgium), France, and Italy, and Pietro would be
away a great deal of the time; in fact he was away when Francis was born. Francis’ mother – we don’t really know her Christian name – was called Pica; the assumption is that she was from Picardie in France. Certainly she taught Francis
French, he was quite fluent in it. He sometimes prayed in French and even
preached in it, which was pretty useless as most people did not understand him.
Francis’ parents Pietro and Pica were upper middle class with a shop in Assisi
where they sold cloth. Francis in his youth was a sharp dresser. He had money
to spend with his aristocratic friends. Quite a waster really, but then he had a
religious conversion, and right at the beginning it took him away from his friends.
He disengaged and found himself spending alot of time in caves around Assisi in
prayer, asking God to enlighten the darkness of his heart and to give him a
sense of his vocation.
There were episodes in Francis’ late teenage life that began to mould his vocation. The mystical experience he had with the San Damiano crucifix. He thought
at first he was being asked simply to repair this broken down church and through
enthusiasm he did just that. You might say, hold on he was not a stonemason,
he was a shopkeeper. Well he did have previous experience when he was about
14-15; he joined other citizens of Assisi in raising the city walls to defend it. He
actually went on to repair two other churches, one was the Porziuncola – Our
Lady of the Angels – and the other one was San Pietro della Spira - St Peter in
Chains. Unfortunately in the 1860s, after the reunification of Italy, all ecclesiastical property was seized and sold. Some has been restored to the Church, but
some has not, and this Church remains in private hands. San Damiano has
been returned to the friars, it was as late as 1983 that the Marquis of Lothian,
Peter Kirk, (his son is Michael Ancram who was a MP) gave the deeds to the
Friars Minor.
In the Middle Ages leprosy was regarded as something horrific. Those who had
it were excluded from the City of Assisi and they had to
live in the marshes. There was even a Church service, a
rite of dismal of lepers, because it was regarded as a living death. Francis who was basically a spoilt brat met a
leper and instead of being repulsed he embraced the leper. In his Testament Francis says, “…what had seemed
bitter to me was turned into sweetness of soul and body.
And afterwards I delayed a little and left the world.” For a
time, he lived among lepers and nursed them. Thereafter
the friars were always engaged with those people who
were marginalised and excluded from medieval society.

Masseo was high born – a companion of Francis on preaching trips – he could
not understand why people wanted to see Francis, after all he was a better
preacher!! He just could not understand why people wanted to run after this

There were certain things in Francis’ early life that led him
to a conversion experience, and made him want to dedicate his life to living the
Gospel and
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easily dismiss the secularists with their accusations of the ‘God delusion’. It is
not so easy for us to explain ourselves and to describe how we relate to the Living Lord, and indeed how we relate to saints in our lives.
How do we as devotees of St Francis relate to him? How do we know him? How
do we find access to the real St Francis and not just a figment or an embellishment of our imagination? I think we have come a long way in recent years to
move away from the romantic notion, which is rather simplistic of Francis and
the birds. It is an artistic representation of Francis and his love for nature. Statues of Francis holding a dove, sparrow, or even a goldfinch, don’t really get the
message over. In fact they can mislead us into thinking that all St Francis could
think of and all he was about was talking to birds!!
A more sophisticated way would be to deconstruct the story of Francis preaching
to the birds at Bavagna, which is just outside Assisi. If we read the story aright –
he didn’t preach to those things with wings – he preached to the underclass, the
poor and working people. The rich and influential people were not prepared to
listen to him. The message of the story is that the poor people who needed the
word of God, in order the live and accept poverty in their lives, were prepared to
listen to him.
When we read these stories about Francis, we have tended in the past to take
them literally. St Francis and the wolf – hold on, is it expecting it too far that he
stroked a wolf!! I suppose it does depend where you are coming from, but my
aim is to make us more savvy about the Franciscan story, and not to take everything literally. Because the medievals were far cleverer than that, they knew how
to tell a story in order to get the message across, but they knew it was a story.
Eight hundred years later we pick up the story and think - that must be true and
take it on face value!!
What I am trying to do, is to make you slightly nervous about where you are with
St Francis and what you have heard about him. That is all I want to do, just to
disturb that slightly – I don’t want to push it aside – but rather to make you slightly hesitant in order to take you to another place. It is what we were doing earlier;
I was trying to get across to you a picture, a physical picture of Francis, that he
was just a poor, simple saint. He was not a great preacher or orator; he did not
have the words in order to be able to get the theology across. But somehow because of his commitment, his absolute commitment to the Gospel, the grace of
God worked in him, so that one Dominican theologian said “This man’s theology
soars like an eagle.” In other words he had done lots of study, but this man’s
theology was so insightful, he was above anything that he would want to communicate in order to inspire others in their faith. So that is something about
Francis we have learnt today.
As a young man Francis was supposed to be quite handsome, small stature, but
quite a dresser. He was the son of a cloth merchant in the Middle Ages, just at
the turn of the 13th Century. The cloth trade was making some people very rich;
through new trading routes they were able to get new materials, fabrics, and
dyes. Francis’ father Pietro di Bernardone - Peter of Bernard – they did not have
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scruffy individual. He wanted to get into the mind of Francis to find out what was
his motivation. Francis replied, without any trace of annoyance, he said “I will tell
you why – because God could not have chosen anyone less qualified or more a
sinner than me!!” In the Fioretti this account highlights the humility of Francis,
and left Masseo so stupefied – his conversion began from that day!! He actually
became a great friend and supporter of Francis, and is one of the companions
who are buried with Francis in the crypt of the Basilica of San Francisco in Assisi.
The modesty of Francis should not detract from the relevance of the question
“Why you?” We can not understand the success of the Friars Minor, and the
wave of religious enthusiasm which they and Francis aroused in Italy, without
coming back in the final analysis to the person of Francis. Undoubtedly, he was
a great personality. This leads us to ask – who was Francis and what was the
nature of his personality and présence to others?
Masseo had commented that Francis was
not noticeable attractive because of his features and physical bearing. There was also
a Dalmatian cleric, Thomas of Split in Croatia, who saw Francis in Bologna on the
Feast of the Assumption in 1222, and left us
a realistic and candid portrait of Francis:
“He was wearing a nasty looking habit, his whole bearing seemed unremarkable, his face was not handsome,
indeed all the contemporary sources conferring that Francis was of stunted appearance, and hardly elegant, physically nothing noteworthy or impressive”.
So Masseo was right – why you? And we have got to answer somehow Masseo’s question. In Bologna the crowds where apparently huge and Francis had
been invited to preach to the people. A simple man wearing a scuffy habit –
nothing about him that was at all attractive. Just imagine, on the streets of here
in Ipswich, you meet a tramp whose dress is pretty shabby, bearded, looks as
though he has not slept for weeks – or if you know one of the friars just imagine
one of those – especially the Capuchins!!
What was it that was the major attraction that brought people on to the streets of
Bologna, and city squares, especially those in Assisi? When Francis began to
speak his whole body became animated and his voice penetrating. So the magic
of his speech and indefinable aura surrounding his person would have generated the prestige that was given to him. People recognised Francis to be a saint,
not a great personage. Francis was a simple and poor man, for whom God was
truly alive and through whom God was able to give prophetic words, and even
worked miraculous things. We have got an inkling here that it was somehow the
voice, the animated body - by the gifts he had to communicate to other people that made him popular. Not his physical appearance, this was nothing. However,
suddenly this nobody would convey the love of God, so penetrating their minds
that it would bring them to conversion of life.
11

Francis was not an orator, Masseo was the orator - he was the guy with the
ready words. Francis wasn’t, but because he was so alive with the spirit of God,
because of his asceticism, his knowledge and love of the Gospel, because of his
total absorption of the Gospel, and indeed the presence of God in his life, that it
radiated out to others in a way that was quite spectacular!! In a way that when
he went into towns – Thomas of Celano tells us – the bells would ring out, the
clergy would come out, and the people. There would be tremendous excitement
that something was going to happen, through the medium of Francis that would
transform their lives. Through his words God would speak to them. So we are
beginning to know something more about the real Francis.

I mentioned Thomas of Celano, a friar, a university man steeped in the classics
and the Greek and Latin Fathers of the Church. He also knew classical history –
we can tell this from the allusions he makes in his writings. He had a special gift
of writing. Thomas joined the Order in 1213, with quite a few influential people.
Some had been to university – we should remember that universities were
something new at that time. Usually it was clerics who would go to university,
they would become equipped to be orators, preach and administer the sacraments. So Thomas was of that rank, but he wanted to become a poor friar and
imitate Francis. He actually knew Francis, not very well, but we know he did
meet him at the General Chapters. Thomas in 1217 was sent by Francis to Germany with about 60 others. We know this was a huge mistake, because they did
not know the language, the mission was a failure. The Germans thought they
were heretics and sent them packing!! This experience taught the friars that if
you are going to spread the Gospel, then you have to know the language and
culture of the people.
On the death of Francis, Thomas was asked by Pope Gregory IX to write the
first biography of Francis. Francis died on the evening of 3 rd October 1226. His
body was taken from the Porziuncola up to Assisi and buried in the small Church
of San Giorgio – that is now part of the much larger Basilica of Santa Chiara. It
was a temporary burial place for him. It was at this Church that the young Francis went to Mass and where he attended the school associated with this Church.
It was widely recognised that Francis was a saint. Pope Gregory had known
Francis as Cardinal Hugolino; he was very much in touch with Francis advising
him. He had advised Francis not to go beyond Italy, where enemies in the
Church wanted to close the Order down. He became the ‘Cardinal Protector’ of
the Order, and used to attend General Chapters. He summoned Thomas and
asked him to write the first biography which was intended to promote Francis’
canonisation. This biography was intended for the whole Church – but only a
small number of people, mainly clerics and lawyers were literate. It was written
in Latin, not on paper but vellum which was expensive. Copies were therefore in
short supply, so the medieval people had to have good memories. Francis had
such a good memory that it was the library he worked from. He was so steeped
in the Gospel and knew it so well that he did not need the script.

beginning of the Order and its growth, and the end of Francis’ life. He did not
refer to the stigmata – it was a secret – only a very few knew about it, close
companions who helped to dress Francis’ wound on the right side. Francis kept
it an absolute secret for two years, it was something private. One of the friars
said to him one day, “What is that there?” and he replied “Mind your own business”!! Quite different from the stigmata of St Pio of Petreicina (Padre Pio) who
carried the stigmata for 50 years – it was a public stigmata - it was not for him, it
was for the world. The world went through two world wars and his stigmata was
the public image of the crucified – the cross and crucifixion ever present to us.
Christ identifying, with his body, with those who suffered during the two world
wars. With Francis it was very private, it is said that it was only after his death
that people were able to see it, and were able to witness that it existed.
I mentioned earlier that Pope Gregory IX, Cardinal Hugolino, was a great friend
of Francis, he doubted the stigmata for long after Francis’ death, even after he
had canonised him. There is no mention of it in the canonisation document. It is
only afterwards on reflection, that the friars began to see the significance of the
stigmata. With the Order under threat of suppression, they were able to say that
Francis’ stigmata was God’s seal on him and his Gospel life. That was the saving grace that kept the Order alive.

So Francis was dead and it was then that Thomas of Celano was invited by
Pope Gregory IX to write the first biography, a public one to promote the saint
within the Church. He finished it within 18 months ready for the canonisation. It
was copied and read in the courts and monasteries of Europe. In monasteries it
was read during meal times. Thomas gives us a physical description of Francis;
we have got to get acquainted with the physical picture of Francis. It reads – in
stature he was rather on the short side; his head of moderate size and round; his
face long and thrusting forward; his forehead smooth and low; his eyes of medium size black and candid; his hair dark; his eyebrows straight; his nose even
shaped, thin and straight; his ears prominent and delicate; his temple unfurrowed; his conversation agreeable, and ardent and penetrating; his voice firm,
sweet toned, and clearly audible; his teeth were white, even and close together;
his lips delicate; his beard black and rather sparse; his neck slender; his shoulders straight; his arms short; his hands small with long fingers and narrow nails;
his lips thin; his feet small; his skin tender; his flesh meagre; his clothing rough;
he slept but very briefly; and gave most generously. The artist Cimabue painted
a picture of Francis from this description (see cover). This portrait is reckoned
the closest we can get to a physical picture of Francis as he existed 800 years
ago.

Thomas went round and asked Masseo, Leo (the confessor of Francis) and other companions, so he built up a picture of Francis – early youth, conversion,

How are we going to relate to St Francis? This problem is not exclusively with St
Francis or any other saint. How can we relate to Jesus Christ, the Son of God –
the living Son of God, Our Saviour and Living Lord? There are those in our society at the moment who think we are quite deluded, and this ‘God thing’ is a figment of our imagination. They do not understand the nature of faith and the fact
that faith puts us in a relationship with someone who is real, someone living,
who is alive and active in our lives - we all believe that as Christians. We can
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